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Abstract
Multiple Criteria Decision Aid (MCDA) aims at providing support to a decision maker
(DM) involved in a decision process. This requires a decision aiding process in which the
DM and an analyst interact to build a model grounded on several criteria. This decision
aiding process is usually composed of various phases among which the identification of
the stakeholders, the definition of set of alternatives, construction of evaluation criteria,
the elicitation of the DM’s preferences. The later task require to organize a preference
elicitation process.
In this paper, we aims at studying the nature of such elicitation process. We show that
preference elicitation can be conceived so that the DM to elaborate his/her convictions
along the elicitation process: constructive learning preference elicitation. We investigate
the specificities of tools supporting such elicitation processes. We also provide a general
framework to describe a large class of preference elicitation procedures.

Keywords: Preference Elicitation, Multiple Criteria Decision Aiding, Constructive Learning
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Introduction
In order to provide support to a decision maker (DM) involved in a decision process, it is necessary
to structure a decision aiding process in which the DM and an analyst interact to build a model
which should provide insights on the decision problem. Multiple Criteria Decision Aid (MCDA)
models the decision behavior as not necessarily driven by a single criterion but rather as a result of
the aggregation of several conflicting criteria. Within this framework, the MCDA models and tools
are based on the construction of an explicit family of criteria representing the relevant aspects of the
decision problem.
The decision aiding process is usually composed of various phases among which the identification
of the stakeholders, the definition of set of alternatives, the construction of evaluation criteria and
the elicitation of the DM’s preferences. The latter requires organizing a preference elicitation process
and this paper aims at studying the nature of such a process.
The paper is organized as follows. In a first section, we define a preference elicitation process.
We distinguish, in a second section, the descriptivist and constructivist approaches to preference
elicitation and we show how preference elicitation can be conceived in a constructive learning perspective. The third part investigates the nature of the tools that support preference elicitation
through constructive learning. Section 4 proposes a general framework to describe constructive
learning preference elicitation procedures. Finally, concluding remarks provide insights into future
research.

1

Preference elicitation process

A classical way to model the DM preferences on a set of alternatives A consists in using binary
relations to represent how any two alternatives compare. Comparing two alternatives may result in
various preference situations. Classical decision theory (see [Fis70]) distinguishes only two distinct
preference relations: indifference and preference which are both considered as transitive.
The European school of multiple criteria decision aid (see [RV97]) enriched this dichotomy by
the introduction of an incomparability relation which represents the impossibility for the DM to
choose one of the two above mentioned preference situations. Moreover, the European school does
not hypothesize the transitivity of any of these relations. We will denote I the indifference relation
on A (reflexive and symmetric), P the preference relation (irreflexive and asymmetric) and R the
incomparability relation (symmetric et irreflexive).
Definition 1. A Relational Preference Structure is a set of binary relations (I,P,R) such that
any pair of alternatives is contained in one and only one of these relations.
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Multiple criteria preference modelling consists in building a family of n criterion functions g1 , g2 , . . . , gn ,
(n ≥ 2), each of these functions expressing preferences related to a specific aspect of alternatives.
Building such criterion functions has proved to be difficult (see [Bou90]). To be useful the family
of criteria should fulfill some properties to be consistent (see [Roy85] et [RB93]). Once the criteria
g1 , g2 , . . . , gn defined (F = {1, 2, . . . , n}), the comparison of alternatives is grounded on the comparison of evaluation vectors (g1 (a), g2 (a), . . . , gn (a)).
However, the evaluation vector provides very little information on how alternatives compare.
Without any additional information, the only pairs of alternatives for which the comparison is relevant are those linked by the dominance relation ∆.
Definition 2. The dominance relation on A denoted ∆ is defined by:

∀j ∈ F, gj (a) ≥ gj (b)
a∆b ⇔
∃j ∈ F, gj (a) > gj (b)

When the aim of the decision aiding activity is to enrich the dominance relation, it is necessary
to obtain additional information on the DM’s preferences.
Definition 3. We call Preference Information denoted I any piece of information that makes
it possible to discriminate among alternatives that are not linked with the dominance relation ∆.
An illustration of the necessity to introduce preference information is the following argument: the
proportion of evaluation vectors that are in the dominance relation quickly becomes very low as the
number of criteria increases (see [Ros91]).
Within the framework of a decision aiding study, only the DM (or one of his/her representative)
is able to express preference information. For instance, he/she can specify:
• how two evaluation vectors that are not in the dominance relation compare,
• a pre-order (possibly partial) on a subset of alternatives A∗ ⊂ A or a statement of the type
“alternatives whose evaluation on criterion gj is less than x are not very likely to be placed at
the top of the ranking”, when the problem statement involves ranking alternatives
• a desired assignment to a category when the problem statement involves assigning alternatives
to categories.
The above mentioned examples illustrate cases in which preference information is expressed in
reference to the expected results of the decision aiding model. In such case we shall talk about output
oriented preference information which we will denote I out .
Another way for the DM to specify preference information consists in evaluating the values for
the preference parameters used in the aggregation model. In such case we shall talk about input
oriented preference information which we will denote I in . The DM can express such an information
by specifying, for instance:
• an evaluation difference that is not significant on a specific criterion,
• a comparison of criteria (or coalitions of criteria) in terms of relative importance,
2

• a tradeoff between two criteria.
Let us note that the expression by the DM of input oriented preference information is contingent
to the nature of the preference parameters of the model used. This requires that the DM understands
the semantics attached to these parameters.
Decision aid often aims at devising des recommendations from which the DM will derive a plan
for action. In a multicriteria context, devising recommendations requires a multiple criteria aggregation procedure (see [RB93]) that makes it possible to synthesize preferences on each criterion and
contribute to the la definition of a result.
Definition 4. A multiple criteria aggregation procedure (MCAP) is a rule, a process that
allows to elaborate from the evaluation table and a set of values for the preference parameters, one
(or several) relational preference structure(s) on the set of alternatives A. Using an exploitation
procedure, this (these) relational preference structure(s) alow(s) to define, a result whose nature
depends on the problem statement.
During a decision aiding study, the analyst can have access to a preference information I through
an interaction with the DM or one of his/her representative. If the decision process involves multiple
decision makers, the interaction should involve all these DMs. The information obtained during
the interaction is highly dependent on the way the analyst proceeds during the interaction. This
information allows the analyst to assign values to preference parameters.

1.1

Notations

Let us consider an MCAP P to which is attached a vector of k preferences parameters υ =
(υ1 , υ2 , ...υk ). Let Ω be the space for the values of υ, i.e., consistent values for the preference
parameters (in the absence of information concerning the DM’s preferences).
In this framework, the knowledge concerning the preference parameters is defined by a subset
Ω ⊆ Ω. Usually Ω′ is defined by a list of constraints on the values of preference parameters. An
interesting special case occurs when Ω′ is reduced to a single point in Ω (Ω′ = {ω}). In such case,
the value of each preference parameter is fully determined. In all other cases, the value of at least
one preference parameter is not accurately known.
′

Applying an MCAP P to a subset of alternatives A′ ⊆ A with a set of parameters ω ∈ Ω leads
to a result denoted RP (A′ , ω). Such result consists of:
• the subset selected alternatives A∗ ⊆ A′ in the case of a choice problem statement,
• the assignment of each alternative of A′ to one of the predefined categories in the case of a
sorting problem statement,
• a (partial) pre-order on A′ in the case of a ranking problem statement,

1.2

Definition

Definition 5. Considering an MCAP P selected to model the DM’s preferences, we will call preference elicitation process any process that goes through an interaction between the DM and the
analyst (or a software) and leads the DM to express preference information within the framework of
the selected MCAP. It takes the form of a set Ω′ ⊆ Ω of plausible values for the preference parameters
3

of the MCAP. At the end of this process, applying Ω′ to the MCAP should lead to a result compatibles
with the views of the DM.
The above definition views the preference elicitation process as an element of the decision aiding
process. Specifically, this definition does not include identifying of the stakeholders, modelling the
set of alternatives and building the set of criteria.
It should also be noted that this definition takes the choice of the MCAP intended to model the
DM’s preferences as a prerequisite. This implies that this choice should not be questioned during
the process, unless a new process is started on the basis of a new MCAP.
Moreover various authors (see [Mou93], [Pod94], [Vin89]) have shown that the values attached to
preference parameters (in particular the importance parameters or weights) do not convey any clear
meaning as long as they are not related to the MCAP in which they are to be used. Note that this
statement is implicitly included in definition 5.
It is also important to note that the notion of interaction between the DM and the analyst gives
the preference elicitation process a concrete form, a sequence of question-answer enabling the DM
to express preference information progressively. This sequence gives the DM the opportunity to test
hypothesis, proceed by trial and error, backtrack...
This preference elicitation process allows to define a set of combinations of plausible values for
preference parameters. This set Ω′ ⊆ Ω is defined progressively during the procedure; the set of
plausible combinations being reduces as the DM provides answers to questions. Each answer usually
induces a constraint on the value of some preference parameters. Hence the set Ω′ is reduced as the
questioning process progresses.
Lastly it is important to note that the set Ω′ ⊆ Ω obtained at the end of the process should lead,
when using the MCAP, to a result consistent with the views of the DM. If not, the process can go
on so as to revise Ω′ accordingly.
To end this section, it should be stressed that a relatively limited part of the research conducted
in the field of MCDA is devoted to the development of implementation tools which contributes to
the definition of a doctrine of intervention for real world applications. In order to progress in this
direction, more work should be focussing on the development of tools to organize the interaction
between the DM and the analyst within the framework of a specific aggregation model, study the
DM’s behavior so as to build tools compatible with the effective practice of DMs when investigating
decision problems, and test the operational validity of proposed tools, ...

2

Nature of the preference elicitation activity

The preference elicitation activity aims at making the DM’s value system explicit through a model
selected to model his/her preferences. The choice of the preference model is usually done by the
analyst who checks the compatibility of the model hypothesis with the reasoning of the DM. The
nature of what is at stake during this process can be viewed in different manners. The way by which
the analyst gives meaning to the preference elicitation process differs whether he/she comprehends
this process in a descriptivist or constructivist approach. We describe hereafter these two “extreme
4

visions”; however, it seems that the philosophy of intervention adopted by analysts in real world case
studies mostly corresponds to a median position.

2.1

Descriptivist approach for preference elicitation

The descriptivist approach hypothesizes that the way by which two alternatives compare is clearly
defined in the mind of the DM before the preference elicitation process begins. Moreover, process
does not alter the structure of these comparisons. Preference information is considered stable and
refers to an objective reality. The model chosen to model DM’s preferences aims at accounting for
his/her preferences as “reliably” as possible. The role of the preference elicitation process is then to
“match” a clearly defined existing situation.
Some authors use the term “estimation” of the numerical value of preference parameters such as
criteria importance coefficients or weights wj . Such a formulation is meaningless unless a “correct”
numerical value for these parameters is hypothesized. In such case, the goal of the activity of preference elicitation is to approach these true values as closely as possible.
In such an approach, the lability of observed preferences (cf. [FSL88], [WB93]) is explained by
the biases induced by the preference elicitation phase. [BB91] support the idea according to which
there exists a “distinction between true and estimated weights and it is possible that subjects’ true
weights remain constant at all times, but become distorted in the elicitation process”.

2.2

Constructivist approach for preference elicitation

The seminal works of Herbert Simon did inspire a trend of research interested in empirical analysis of
decision behavior which tends to show that observed decision behaviors do not result from a simple
algorithm (such as utility maximization) from data coming from the DM’s memory. On the contrary,
the limitations in terms of information processing can explain that preferences concerning objects
are often constructed and not simply revealed when the DM makes a judgment or a choice. The
concept of constructed preference is grounded on the observation that DMs do not have predefined
values on most alternatives, but on the contrary, they construct their preferences on the spot when
necessary, i.e., when they have to evaluate/compare alternatives.
The constructivist approach considers preferences as not completely pre-established in the mind
of the DM and that the role of the preference elicitation activity (and a fortiori of the decision aiding
activity) is to specify and even sometimes modify pre-existing elements. The MCAP that underlies
the preference model is considered as appropriate to construct preferences. Therefore, the numerical
values assigned to the preference parameters reflect a reasonable working hypothesis that is useful
to elaborate recommendations.
The “true” numerical values for preference parameters that are required to refer to the estimation
paradigm do not necessarily exist. Nevertheless, the values assigned to preference parameters are
useful means for reasoning, testing scenarios and communicating with the various stakeholders of the
decision aiding process. The values (of intervals of variations) usually express, within the MCAP
chosen to model the DM’s preferences, a number of assertions stated by the DM during the elicitation
process (see [Roy93], [Mou93] and [PBJ92]).

5

2.3

Preference elicitation through constructive learning

Designing a preference elicitation process in a constructive learning perspective consists in choosing
a constructivist approach and considering that beyond the model definition, one of the prominent
role of the elicitation process is to make some convictions on how alternatives compare concrete in
the mind of the DM. Elaborating such conviction is grounded on:
• preexisting elements such as the DM’s value system, past experiences related to the decision
problem, on one hand,
• the preference elicitation process itself, on the other hand.
In order to be more specific about the nature of constructive learning preference elicitation, it is
important to explain what is being learned and by whom. On one hand, the preference information
provided by the DM contributes to the definition of the preference model. On the other hand, the
elaboration/use of the preference model can shape the DM’s preference (or at least make his/her
convictions evolve), see Figure 1.

Decision Maker
I : prefer. information

Preference Model
link 1

Ω′ ⊂ Ω

- value system
- constructed preferences
- cognitive limitations

link 2

- precise semantic for the
preference parameters
- model output

- rough understanding of
the aggregation model

Figure 1: Constructive Learning Preference Elicitation
Firstly, learning concerns the decision aiding model: it makes it possible to integrate into the
model (and therefore to learn) the DM’s preferences through the expressed preference information I
he/she provides. Let us recall that this information can take the form of constraints on preference
parameters: input oriented information; or elements of results expected from the model (see figure
1, link 1). The most tangible result of such a process is a set of values (or intervals of variation) for
the preference parameters associated to the considered MCAP. The way the preference information
provided by the DM is taken into account should obviously be compatible with the semantic the
MCAP confers to the preference parameters.
But constructive learning also concerns the DM himself/herself. A less tangible result is characterized by the fact that the DM gains insights, during the course of the preference elicitation process,
on his/her preferences and how his/her value system interacts with the decision problem (see Figure
1, link 2). Even more, such a process forces the DM to confront his/her value system to the result
of the MCAP chosen to represent his/her preferences. This confrontation can lead the DM to have
a better understanding of his/her preferences but also to understand the intrinsic logic of the used
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MCAP (underlying assumptions of the aggregation, semantic attached to the preference parameters, ...).
This second type of learning plays an important role in the elaboration of the DM’s preferences.
Moreover, it distinguishes constructive learning preference elicitation from a standard approach in
artificial intelligence: machine learning/learning classifiers (see [Mic83], [Qui86]). This literature proposes “descriptive learning” oriented methods, i.e., they aim at reproducing observed input/output
phenomena: an explicative model is inferred trough a certain form of optimization that aims at
best matching the observations. The validity of a model is then related to its ability to reproduce
input/output links. Models that reproduce the phenomenon in the same way are judged equivalent.
On the contrary, in a constructive learning approach, two models that have the same ability to
restitute the preference information provided by the DM are judged as equivalent only if the DM
considers them so, which is only rarely the case. Very often, considering the models specificities (e.g.,
values of preference parameters), a DM is able to judge one of the models as more pertinent than
the other one; such judgment usually generates further interaction that allows to refine the model.

3

Components of a preference elicitation process through
constructive learning

As a preliminary remark to this section, it is important to underline that a preference elicitation
tool is not “constructive” in itself but the way it is used during a decision aid process orients the
preference elicitation process towards a constructive or descriptive path (see [SL03], [DT04]). However, there exists in the literature some tools that were specifically conceived to be used within a
constructive preference elicitation perspective: UTA [Jac82], Macbeth (see [BV94]), Electre Tri
(see [MSZ99],[MSZ00]), Iris (see [DM03])... Some others (AHP [Saa77], Eleccalc [KMN94], SRF
[RF02]) although not specifically designed for constructive learning purposes, can be used in a constructive perspective.
Designing tools that aim at supporting a constructive learning preference elicitation process is
not an easy task. However, several “ingredients” can induce, between the DM and the analyst, an
interaction similar to the one described in the previous section. This section tries to investigate these
“ingredients”.

3.1

Aggregation/Disaggregation approach

As in §1.2, we consider an MCAP P to which is attached a vector of k preferences parameters
υ = (υ1 , υ2 , ...υk ). Let Ω be the space for the values of υ, i.e., consistent values for the preference
parameters (in absence of information concerning the DM’s preferences).
In this framework, the knowledge concerning the preference parameters is defined by a subset
Ω ⊆ Ω. Usually Ω′ is defined by a list of constraints on the values of preference parameters. An
interesting special case occurs when Ω′ is reduced to a single point in Ω (Ω′ = {ω}). In such case,
the value of each preference parameter is fully determined. In all other cases, the value of at least
′
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one preference parameter is not precisely known.
Applying an MCAP P to a subset of alternatives A′ ⊆ A with a set of parameters ω ∈ Ω leads
to a result denoted RP (A′ , ω). During a preference elicitation process, the DM can provide a result
concerning a subset of alternatives A∗ ⊆ A that he/she would like to obtain as part of the output of
the decision aid model; we denote RDM (A∗ ) such a result provided by the DM. We shall also denote
Ω(RDM (A∗ )) = {ω ∈ Ω : RP (ω, A∗ ) = RDM (A∗ )} the set of combinations of preference parameter
values for which applying P to A∗ leads to RDM (A∗ ). Let us remark that, in some situations, the set
Ω(RDM (A∗ )) can be empty. Such a situation occurs when it is impossible to represent RDM (A∗ ) in
the MCAP P chosen to model DM’s preferences; this requires a specific analysis that we will study
in section §3.5.
Following an aggregation approach in the implementation of a decision aid study is the most
common practice. This approach is sequential in its nature (although implementations prove returns
to earlier phases and iterations to be possible and useful) and consists in :
• defining the set of alternatives A,
• designing a set of criteria g1 , g2 , ..., gn ,
• choosing a multiple criteria aggregation procedure P,
• assigning values (or intervals of variation) to preference parameters used in P,
• aggregating the data on criteria to determine overall preferences,
• Carrying out a sensitivity/robustness analysis to lead to recommendations.
The Disaggregation approach refers to a process that, for a given MCAP P, is organized in the
following way:
• define the set of alternatives A,
• design a set of criteria g1 , g2 , ..., gn ,
• interact with the DM to obtain information (corresponding to his/her intuitive preferences) on
the result RDM (A∗ ) (concerning a subset of alternatives A∗ ⊆ A), that he/she would like the
aggregation procedure to reproduce. According to the problem formulation, RDM (A∗ ) can be a
partial pre-order on A∗ , pairwise comparisons of alternatives in A∗ , assignment of alternatives
from A∗ to categories...
• using a disaggregation (or inference) procedure, compute the values ω ∗ (RDM (A∗ )) for preference
parameters that “best match” RDM (A∗ ). The MCAP P with ω ∗ (RDM (A∗ )) then constitutes a
preference model.
• apply the model obtained to the set of all alternatives A, i.e., compute RP (A, ω ∗ (RDM (A∗ ))).
In the process described above, a disaggregation () or inference procedure is an algorithm which
identifies, from preference information I provided by the DM (corresponding to his/her intuitive
preferences), a set of values ω ∗ (I) ∈ Ω for preference parameters that “best restitute” I through the
application of the aggregation procedure. I may concern the result of the MCAP (output oriented
preference information) or take the form of constraints on the preference parameter values (input
oriented preference information). Formally these two types of information are of the same nature as
imposing constraints on the result expected from a MCAP leads to set constraints on the value of
the preference parameters. The role of these inference procedures is studied in section §3.4.
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The disaggregation approach aims at avoiding asking the DM to express his/her preference in
terms of numerical values for preference parameters, but to requires him/her to provide parts of results he/she would like to obtain as an output of the preference model from which recommendations
inferred through the MCAP given the provided information.
Adopting an aggregation/disaggregation approach consists in elaborating a preference elicitation
process alternating aggregation and disaggregation phases; the output of each phase being the information used for the next phase. For instance, a DM willing to conceive a ranking on a set of
alternatives can state “I prefer a3 to a6 ” and compute (through disaggregation) a set of parameters
ω ∗ (I) that best restore his/her statement. Let us suppose that applying the MCAP P using ω ∗ (I)
leads to a ranking in which a1 has a better rank than a2 ; the DM might react stating that “I prefer a2
to a1 ”; this second statement is then added to the preceding one to start a new disaggregation phase...
The aggregation/disaggregation approach shares commonalities with so called interactive methods (e.g. [BdMTL71], [GDF73], [ZW83], [Van89]). These methods (mostly devoted to the choice
problem statement) alternate dialog phases in which one or several alternatives are presented to the
DM (in order to induce a reaction from him/her) and computation phases in which the new information is used to generate new propositions. The sequence -computation phase/dialog phase- are
close to the aggregation/disaggregation approach; it should however be noted that these interactive
methods have a very different aim: their purpose is not to model the preferences of the DM but only
to explore the set of alternative (even if some of these methods include “learning” features).

3.2

Aggregation/Disaggregation approach and invariance w.r.t. third
alternative

Invariance with respect to a third alternative (ITA) is a property which states that the comparison of
two alternatives a and b is not affected by the presence/absence of a third alternative c in the set of
alternatives A. The structure of some MCAP is such that they respect the ITA property (e.g. MAUT
[KR76] or the lexicographic aggregation [Fis74]). Some other MCAP take into account, in order to
define how two alternative a and b compare, the way a and b compare to all other alternatives in
A and hence do not respect ITA (it is the case for instance for Electre III [Roy78] et AHP [Dye90],
[Per95]).
The fact that an MCAP satisfies or not the ITA property is not positive or negative in itself; it
depends on the way this MCAP defines how two alternatives compare. On the other hand, the fact
that a specific MCAP does not satisfy ITA has important consequences when this MCAP is to be
implemented in a decision aiding process using an aggregation/disaggregation approach.
The following considerations concern MCAPs designed for comparative problem statements (choice
and ranking). In fact, the very nature of the sorting problem statement (assigning alternatives to
pre-defined categories) is absolute evaluation and implies that the assignment of an alternative is
defined independently from others. Hence, any MCAP designed for sorting problems implicitly satisfies ITA.
Let us consider an MCAP P that we intend to use within an aggregation/disaggregation approach. Let RDM (A∗ ) denote a result provided by the DM on a subset of alternatives A∗ ⊆ A.
Consider Ω(RDM (A∗ )) = {ω ∈ Ω : RP (ω, A∗ ) = RDM (A∗ )} the set of combinations of values for preference parameters for which the computation of P when considering the set of alternatives A∗ leads
9

to RDM (A∗ ). The aggregation/disaggregation approach aims at identifying a specific set of preference parameters ω ∗ (RDM (A∗ )) ∈ Ω(RDM (A∗ )) and to compute RP (ω ∗ (RDM (A∗ )), A). Consider now
RP (ω ∗ (RDM (A∗ )), A∗ ) the restriction to A∗ of the result RP (ω, A). In the case of a ranking problem
statement, RP (ω ∗ (RDM (A∗ )), A∗ ) can be defined as the subgraph of the partial pre-order RP (ω, A)
restricted to the alternatives in A∗ .
Suppose that the MCAP satisfies ITA; then it holds: RDM (A∗ ) = RP (ω ∗ (RDM (A∗ )), A∗ ), i.e.,
the result provided by the DM on the subset A∗ “is contained” in the result of the MCAP P when
considering all alternatives and using the parameter values inferred through disaggregation. In the
case of a ranking problem, it means that if the DM gives the ranking a ≻ b ≻ c, then the ranking
obtained applying P to A with the inferred set of parameters will always rank a better than b better
than c.
Let us now suppose that the MCAP P does not satisfy ITA. In such case, nothing ensures that
RDM (A∗ ) = RP (ω ∗ (RDM (A∗ )), A∗ ) : the result provided by the DM concerning the subset A∗ may
be contradicted by the result of the MCAP P when considering all alternatives and using the parameter values inferred through disaggregation. In the case of the ranking problem statement, if
the DM provides the ranking a ≻ b ≻ c, then ranking on A obtained with the inferred parameters,
may in some cases not containt that a ≻ b ≻ c. Hence, not respecting the ITA property implies
that the DM can ,in an aggregation/disaggregation approach, be confronted to an inferred result
which partly “contradicts” the information he/she provided. Hence it appears that the ITA property
should be satisfied in order to implement an MCAP within an aggregation/disaggregation approach
in a satisfactory way.
Following the preceding argument, we may conclude that any multiple criteria sorting model can
be elicited with a DM using an aggregation/disaggregation approach; indeed any sorting procedure
structurally satisfies ITA. On the other hand, a choice or a ranking procedure is not necessarily
adapted to an aggregation/disaggregation implementation. Specifically, procedures that proceed by
pairwise comparisons (construction and exploitation of an outranking relation) are not really suitable
to aggregation/disaggregation as described above. However, it is still possible for these procedures,
to implement an aggregation/disaggregation approach in which the outranking relation itself (and
not the result, i.e., choice or ranking) is to be inferred.

3.3

Interaction modes with the DM

An important issue in the design of constructive learning preference elicitation procedure concerns
what will be the vehicle of the interaction between the analyst and the DM. Roughly, it is possible
to ground the interaction on:
• the result (or a part of the result) of the MCAP,
• the value (or interval of variation) of some preference parameters.
Moreover, it is important to distinguish in the interaction:
• the mode by which the DM will express preference information, on one hand,
• the type of information presented to the DM in order to foster interaction, on the other hand.
In the course of a preference elicitation process, the DM can provide information in the form of a
partial result (output oriented preference information I out , see §1.1) or by specifying constraints on
the values of preference parameters (input oriented preference information I in , see §1.1).
10

• The first type of information, I out , often corresponds to an expression mode close to the spontaneous statements made by DMs (“alternative aj should be assigned to category Ck ”, or “alternative aj cannot have a better rank than alternative aj ′ ”). Such statements can correspond
to past decisions, judgments concerning fictitious alternatives, ...
• The second type of information refers to the aggregation model and therefore is relatively
distant from the DM’s language. Nevertheless, the DM can sometimes express information
related to the value of some preference parameters (“a difference of 5 between the evaluation
of two alternatives on criterion g2 is not significant”, or “criterion g1 is more important than
criterion g2 ”). Expressing such information requires from the DM a minimal understanding of
the semantic that the MCAP confers to the preference parameters.
Firstly, the information to be presented to the DM may refer to the result. If I = I in ∪ I out is the
preference information provided by the DM, and consequently Ω(I) ⊂ Ω the compatible parameter
values. If Ω(I) 6= ∅, the result of the MCAP ω ∈ Ω(I) constitutes for the DM interesting information which might foster a reaction. Moreover, the DM should have the possibility to “question” this
robust result (for instance, “why is alternative aj ranked after alternative aj ′ ? or “why is it not
possible to assign alternative aj to category Ck ? ”).
Second, it is possible to present to the DM information related to the value of the preference
parameters, i.e., expressed in terms of the model. For instance, the set of parameter values ω ∗ (I)
computed by an inference procedure (see §3.4) that best match the information I can make the DM
react. If, for example, ω ∗ (I) is such that the “most important criterion” (we suppose here that the
MCAP makes it possible to define such an assertion), the DM may disagree and react. Moreover,
presenting such information during the process will increase the DM’s understanding of the semantic
attached to the preference parameters.
Lastly, it is possible to present to the DM input-output mixed information. Such information
aims at making explicit the relation between a stated preference information and its impact on the
preference model. Let us consider, for an illustrative purpose, a multiple criteria sorting procedure.
A preference information ι ∈ I can be an assignment example stating that “alternative aj should be
assigned to category Ck ”. What is the impact of ι within I ? This impact can be analyzed in the
result of the sorting procedure (does ι have an important impact on the assignment of alternatives
from A), but also in terms of the space of acceptable values for preference parameters (comparing
Ω(I) the space of acceptable values considering I with Ω(I \ {ι}) may be informative; this comparison can be made in terms of relative volume).
Finally, it should be stressed that the information to be presented to the DM should be contextualized according to the nature of the preference parameters and according to the problem statement.

3.4

Infer a preference model

One of the essential components of a constructive learning preference elicitation process concerns
the ability to infer a preference model from a preference information I provided by the DM. This
is materialized by an inference procedure, i.e., an algorithm which, starting from the information
I provided by the DM (and corresponding to his/her intuitive preferences) identifies an element
ω ∗ (I) ∈ Ω that “best matches” I when used in P (see Figure 2). The information I may concern
the result (output oriented preference information, see §1.1) or take the form of constraints on the
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value of preference parameters (input oriented preference information, see §1.1).
Most often, such an inference procedure is grounded on the resolution of a mathematical program
in which:
• decision variables are the preference parameters whose value is to be determined,
• the objective function aims at minimizing an error function that captures to which extent the
preference information is taken into account in the inferred model,
• the constraints express how the information I is integrated in the MCAP in terms of the
parameter values.
At the optimum, the values of preference parameters correspond to the best way (in the sense
of the error function) to account for I in the MCAP. However, a post-optimal analysis may be useful to identify alternative values for the preference parameters leading to solutions “close” to the
optimum. Indeed, the sets of parameters that restore I in an equivalent way might not be considered as equivalent by the DM. He/she may have an intuitive appreciation of the values of some
preference parameters and wish to differentiate among these sets of parameters that restore I equally.

Preference
Information
I = I in ∪ I out

Inference Procedure

inferred parameters : ω ∗ (I)
(P, ω ∗ (I)) = preference model
that “best match” I

Figure 2: Inference procedure
According to the chosen MCAP, the computational complexity for solving the program varies: in
some cases (UTA for instance [JS82]) it is a linear program, but sometimes (inference of an outranking relation, [MS98] [DM02] for instance) obtaining a global optimum is harder. Two approaches are
possible to overcome this difficulty: first, it is possible to specify a method based on a meta-heuristic;
second, if the value of some preference parameters can be considered as known, “partial” inference
procedures can be designed.
A partial inference is useful in situations in which the value of some parameters can reasonably
be set. If not, it is possible to partition the parameters in sets, and proceed through a sequence of
12

partial inference in which the value of some parameters is fixed.
Inferring a certain form of knowledge (a preference model) from decision examples is typical
in artificial intelligence. Inducing rules or decision trees from examples through machine learning
([Mic83], [Qui86]), knowledge acquisition based on rough sets ([GB92], [PS94], [Slo92]), case based
reasoning ([GS95], [GS00]) supervised learning on neural networks ([Gal93], [WK91]) are typical
examples of this approach. The appeal of this type of methods comes from the fact that DMs
have more difficulties explaining decisions than making decisions. However, inference procedures
presented in this paper differ from these methods which consider two models having the same ability
to restore the data as equivalent (which is not necessarily the case in a preference elicitation process).

3.5

Detect and solve “inconsistencies”

One of the difficulties of the constructive learning preference elicitation approach lies in the fact that
the DM sometimes provides information that cannot be fully represented in the MCAP chosen to
model his/her preferences. Such type of information can be called “inconsistent” although no negative connotation should be attached to it: it does not necessarily corresponds to an error that the
DM should correct, but only to a list of statements provided by the DM for which no combination
of values for preference parameters exist in order to restore all DM’s assertions.
During the elicitation process, such “inconsistencies” may occur because:
• the constraints specified by the DM on parameters values are not compatible with the partial
results,
• the DM’s point of view is evolving during the elicitation process,
• there are multiple DMs,
• the DM’s reasoning is incompatible with the logic underlying the MCAP.
When such a situation occurs, it is necessary to inform the DM, but also to provide him/her
with elements that will make it possible for him/her to understand what caused the inconsistency
and how to solve it, i.e., how to modify the set of his/her initial statements so that this set becomes
representable in the chosen MCAP. Note, however, that removing the inconsistency is not absolutely
necessary; keeping consistency along the elicitation process usually increases clarity, but the process
may also be pursued keeping preference information which is not fully representable in the chosen
MCAP.
During a preference elicitation process, the fact that an inconsistency appears (and its analysis)
can help the DM to learn/gain insights on his/her preferences. Indeed, the search for preference
information that underlies the inconsistency leads the DM to note that some of his/her assertions
are conflicting in the context of the chosen MCAP. For instance, if the statements “I prefer a1 to
a2 ” et “criterion g7 is more important than criterion g5 ” are in conflict, this shows the DM that the
way by which the MCAP exploits his/her second assertion is incompatible with his/her first assertion.
When dealing with an inconsistent preference information I, there is no unique way to modify
I so as to restore a preference information compatible with the MCAP. Whatever the MCAP, the
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identification of all these solutions is a hard combinatorial problem. Nevertheless, it is not reasonable to leave the DM without any support when an inconsistency appears. It is then necessary to
help him/her in the management of such a situation. This can be done by proposing several (not
all) alternative ways to solve inconsistencies (modification in I that yields a preference information
compatible with the MCAP). To do so, one must choose the solutions to be presented to the DM
and define the presentation order. This can be done by giving priority to solutions yielding minimal
modifications in I, those leading to modifying the “oldest” piece of information in I, those modifying
elements in I for which the DM is the least confident (if the DM can associate confidence levels to
his/her statements) ... [MDF+ 03] proposed some algorithms but this issue is still to be explored.

3.6

Preference elicitation and robustness analysis

When the precise value for preference parameters ω ∈ Ω is “known”, applying an MCAP P leads to
a result denoted RP (A, ω). Even when the knowledge about the preference parameters is incomplete,
one can try to determine a result. Applying an MCAP P considering the knowledge on preference
parameters Ω′ ⊆ Ω leads to a result denoted RP (A, Ω′ ). RP (A, Ω′ ) represents a result “valid” considering a value for parameters varying in Ω′ .
A nave method to identify RP (A, Ω′ ) could be to apply the procedure P for each ω ∈ Ω′ and
compute a “synthesis” of these results RP (A, ω), ∀ω ∈ Ω′ . The output obtained, denoted RP (A, Ω′ ),
corresponds to a result that refers to an imperfect knowledge about the value of preference parameters.
The nature of the “synthesis” to be performed may vary according to the problem statement.
• In the sorting problem statement, the synthesis may be expressed by the set of categories to
which an alternative can be assigned for at least one ω ∈ Ω′ .
• In the ranking problem statement, the synthesis can be performed by computing the intersection
of partial pre-orders obtained for each ω ∈ Ω′ .
• In the choice problem statement, RP (A, Ω′ ) can be defined by the set of alternatives which are
present in RP (A, ω), ∀ω ∈ Ω′ .
Defining RP (A, Ω′ ) as a “synthesis” of the results RP (A, ω), ∀ω ∈ Ω′ is closely related to the
concept of robust conclusion (see [Roy98]). The computation of RP (A, Ω′ ) is usually performed analytically and not through an enumeration of results for each ω ∈ Ω′ . Generally, computing RP (A, Ω′ )
requires the development of specific algorithms adapted to the MCAP P. For instance, [DC00] developed an algorithm identifying assignment of alternatives compatible with partial information about
the DM’s preferences. [GMS03] proposed UTAGMS , a variant of the UTA method, which identifies
the partial pre-order induced by a set of pairwise comparisons of alternatives.
If Ω′ does not restrict in a strong way the value of preference parameters, RP (A, Ω′ ) will be poor
and uninformative for the DM. Showing the DM such a result will usually induce a reaction of the
DM so that the result will be “enriched”, hence providing a new preference information. If Ω′ does
strongly constrain the parameters values, RP (A, Ω′ ) will be richer and more informative for the DM.
In this case, the DM may disagree with part of the result (“no, a4 is not better than a9 ” or “a4
cannot be assigned to category C2 ”. In this case, the introduction of the new preference information
will necessarily produce an inconsistency whose resolution will explain what grounds the part of the
result RP (A, Ω′ ) the DM disagrees with. In both cases, the nature of the interaction will help the
14

DM to form his/her opinion.

Preference Information I
Ω′ (I) ⊂ Ω

Robustness

Inference

Result
RP (A, Ω′ (I))

Figure 3: Integration Robustness/Elicitation
Thus it appears that preference elicitation and robustness analysis should not be seen as two
disjoint steps of a decision aiding process but on the contrary as two phases which necessarily interact
in order to give the DM the opportunity to construct his/her preferences as follows (see Figure 3):
• the DM provides preference information I, Let Ω′ (I) ⊂ Ω be the space of parameters values
compatible with I,
• it leads to a result RP (A, Ω′ (I)),
• The DM reacts modifying RP (A, Ω′ (I)) according to his/her preferences,
• the inference procedure indicates the impact of the DM’s statements on the parameters values,
which may trigger another reaction from the DM.

3.7

Link with decision aid in the context of incomplete information

A way to conceive a preference elicitation process consists in considering that the DM starts the
process without any specifications concerning his/her preferences; the process aims at specifying
these preferences within the context of the chosen MCAP. In this context, a given stage of the
process corresponds to a state of incompleteness of the DM’s preferences.
A large literature deals with decision making in the context of incomplete information. Most of
these articles focuss on defining the “best alternative” or a ranking of the alternatives when imprecise
information is available on the values of the model parameter ([Haz86], [Web87], [AP97], [CCFP95],
[SH92], [Mal00], [Bar92], [SH01], [Web85], [MPY92], [KC93]). This literature mainly deals with
multiple attribute utility theory.
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4

A general framework to describe constructive learning
preference elicitation procedures

In this section, we present the scheme of a general algorithm that can be used as a framework to the
description of a large class of procedures whose role is to support a constructive learning preference
elicitation process.
Algorithme 1. Constructive learning preference elicitation algorithm
Begin
choose an MCAP P
k ←0
I(0) = ∅
Ω′ (I(0) ) ← Ω
Repeat
- compute Ω′ (I(k) ) the space of values for ω
compatible with I(k)
- compute RP (Ω′ (I(k) ), A)
- infer the parameters ω ∗ (I(k) ) that best match I(k)
- apply the MCAP P with ω ∗ (I(k) ) → RP (ω ∗ (I(k) ), A)
∗
∗
- present RP (Ω′ (I(k) ), A), ω(k)
(I) and RP (ω(k)
, A)
′
- If Ω (I(k) ) = ∅
then
- propose modifications of I(k) making the
information compatible with P to the DM
End If
- ask the DM to revise I(k) → we obtain I(k+1)
k ← k+1
Until the DM is satisfied with the obtained model
End
To be fully specified, the algorithm 1 should be adapted to a specific MCAP. This requires to
define namely:
• a procedure to compute RP (Ω′ (I(k) ), A),
• an inference procedure identifying a set of preference parameters ω ∗ (I(k) ),
• an algorithm identifying, when Ω′ (I(k) ) = ∅, modifications of I(k) that make the information
compatible with the MCAP P
In addition, this general algorithm does not define how the preference information is managed
during the elicitation process, i.e., the way the DM makes the preference information evolve from an
iteration to the following one.
A first strategy consists in starting the elicitation process without any preference information
and to add, at each iteration, an“elementary” piece of information. The advantage of this strategy
is that the DM can control precisely the impact of the introduction of each piece of information on
the model and on the result, hence favoring learning.
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Another strategy starts with the introduction of a large quantity of preference information at the
beginning of the process. This information is often not representable in the MCAP and the analysis
of “inconsistencies” leads to construct a model on the basis of a part of the initial information only.
Such a strategy is useful when the decision is recurrent, namely when historical data is available.
Various other hybrid strategies can be designed.
Lastly, the test “Until the DM is satisfied with the obtained model ” is only grounded on the DM
views, and is not specified in a formal way. Although it may be difficult to define a specific test,
elements that could assess the progress of an elicitation process should help the analyst and DM to
appreciate when the process reach the end:
• the robust result RP (Ω′ (I(k) ), A) is acceptable by the DM as a whole to elaborate recommendations,
• the set of preference parameters ω ∗ (I(k) ) is viewed by the DM as a good synthesis of his/her
value system and the associated result RP (ω ′ (I(k) ), A) is satisfying.

5

Conclusion

Preference elicitation is a crucial phase of any decision aiding process. In this paper, we define the
preference elicitation activity and show that such activity can be conceived in a way that allows the
DM to elaborate his/her convictions within a preference model along the elicitation process: constructive learning preference elicitation.
We have identified several features of preference elicitation tools that are useful to implement
constructive learning preference elicitation processes. We also have provided a general framework
that makes it possible to describe a large class of preference elicitation procedures.
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